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Abstract—Graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerated processing performs significant efficiency in many multimedia applications.
With the development of GPU cloud computing, more and more cloud providers focus on GPU-accelerated services. Since the high
maintenance cost and different speedups for various applications, GPU-accelerated services still need a different pricing strategy. Thus,
in this paper, we propose an optimal GPU-accelerated multimedia processing service pricing strategy for maximize the profits of both
cloud provider and users. We first analyze the revenues and costs of the cloud provider and users when users adopt GPU-accelerated
multimedia processing services then state the profit functions of both the cloud provider and users. With a game theory based method,
we find the optimal solutions of both the cloud provider’s and users’ profit functions. Finally, through large scale simulations, our pricing
strategy brings higher profit to the cloud provider and users compared to the original pricing strategy of GPU cloud services.
Index Terms—Multimedia, GPU-accelerated, Cloud Computing, Pricing
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent years, with significantly improved efficiency, the
graphic processing unit (GPU) plays more and more
important role in multimedia processing applications,
such as GPU-accelerated video encoding and image pro-
cessing [1][2]. Meanwhile, some GPU-equipped cloud
providers begin to provide GPU-accelerated cloud com-
puting services [3]. Thus, as GPU devices bring high cost
and energy consumption, deploying GPU-accelerated
multimedia processing services in clouds is a scalable
and flexible solution [4][5].
In GPU-accelerated cloud computing, a fundamental
technology is GPU virtualization [6]. Early GPU virtual-
ization technologies are based on the remote procedure
call technology which sends GPU related system calls
to special virtual machines with GPU devices [7]. It is
hard to isolate different tasks with negligible perfor-
mance degradation [8][9]. As the later I/O virtualization
seems a solution that can support full GPU utilization
in virtualized environment, GPU devices are not shared
between different virtual machines with simple device
mapping [10]. GPU cloud computing services become
realistic due to GPU virtualization developed by GPU
vendors to support full isolation and sharing between
virtual machines [11].
As GPU cloud computing service brings new oppor-
tunity to the commercial cloud market, it still needs a
new strategy for pricing the new cloud resource [12].
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Usually, high performance GPU devices bring a much
higher cost than general processors mainly including the
additional rack space and energy consumption [13]. S-
traightforwardly, The cloud provider has to use a higher
price of GPU resources than general services to cover the
additional cost [14].
However, users will not choose GPU-accelerated ser-
vices with expensive prices as the performance of GPU
acceleration is not always higher than general comput-
ing. As general cloud computing resources are much
more than GPU resources, users prefer to use more gen-
eral computing resources rather than use expensive GPU
services [15]. The cloud provider needs to use reasonable
prices of GPU-accelerated services to motivate users.
Meanwhile, as speedup ratios between application-
s are different, it needs an on-demand pricing strat-
egy with different workloads [16]. Therefore, GPU-
accelerated services need a new pricing strategy instead
of existing strategies which only consider homogeneous
resources such as processors, memories and storage s-
pace in the cloud environment.
In this paper, we first analyze the main scenario
of multimedia processing services in GPU-accelerated
cloud computing. With this scenario, we discuss the
main motivations of the pricing strategy from both
the cloud provider and users. We consider the cloud
provider should use a varying prices for users with
different applications and users can arrange their tasks
with different speedup ratios and the prices. Then, we
model the payoffs of the cloud provider and users and
state interaction between the cloud provider and users
as a leader-follower (Stackel) game. In the first stage, the
cloud provider decides the prices of GPU and general
resources for each user. Accordingly, in the second stage,
every user decides how many tasks should be executed
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with GPU-acceleration, and finds the game equilibrium.
The game model with equilibrium analysis can apply
different system settings, including the scale of the cloud
provider, the speedup ratios of applications, the user’s u-
tility, etc. As a result, it is possible to apply the derivation
of the optimal decisions to other heterogeneous cloud
resources.
To evaluate our work, we add the GPU cloud instance
into cloudsim [17], a popular cloud simulation frame-
work, to simulate GPU-accelerated cloud computing.
We use the speedup ratio data from the GPU vendor
with different applications. In simulations, we compare
the payoffs of the cloud provider between our pricing
strategy and prices from commercial cloud providers.
From the simulation results, we find our pricing strategy
brings better payoffs to the cloud providers.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows.
• We first study the pricing problem to maximize
the payoff of GPU-accelerated services. Since GPU-
accelerated cloud computing is a prospective tech-
nology, our work is the first work to optimize the
payoff of the cloud provider.
• We then design the optimal pricing strategy to bal-
ance the maintenance cost of GPU devices and the
speedup ratios of GPU-acceleration. It is a challeng-
ing problem which needs to understand thoroughly
the impact of pricing strategy in GPU-accelerated
cloud computing.
• We model the interaction of the cloud provider and
users as a two-stage Stackelberg game, and analyze
the game equilibrium. The analysis is generic and
use variable system settings, which is applicable to
different GPU-accelerated cloud computing scenar-
ios.
• We take the performance evaluation of the strat-
egy with extensive simulations with settings from
realistic GPU cloud providers. We also compare our
pricing strategy with some other pricing methods
and the results show our strategy performs better
than others.
The rest of this paper is summarized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews the related work. Our network scenario
and motivation are introduced in Section 3. Section 4
presents the problem formulation. An optimal pricing
strategy is proposed in Section 5. Section 6 gives the
simulation results. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper
and give the future work.
2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we first introduce some main technologies
of GPU-accelerated services in cloud computing. Then,
we discuss some pricing strategies in cloud computing.
2.1 GPU-accelerated cloud computing
With the rapid development of general-purpose com-
puting on graphics processing units (GPGPU), GPU-
acceleration can improve the performance of many gen-
eral computing applications [18][19]. As the closed struc-
ture and the difficulty of I/O virtualization, GPUs are
still considered as scarce resources [20][21]. However,
with its high performance, many works focused on GPU-
accelerated cloud computing [22][23].
In the past decade, there are two solutions to provide
GPU-acceleration in cloud computing, including general
I/O virtualization and GPU virtualization [24]. General
I/O virtualization means the GPU and other I/O devices
are virtualized and each virtual machine can access
virtual devices. Unlike simple block or character devices
such as disks and network interface cards [25], it is very
hard to divide complex GPU devices [26].
Some hardware companies, such as Intel and AMD,
propose the I/O virtualization to support assign I/O
devices to virtual machines [27][28]. As devices are
considered as PCI-express (PCIe) devices, it is possi-
ble to bind the PCIe devices to virtual machines[29].
With bound GPU devices, virtual machines have GPU
computing resources as the same as general physical
machines.
However, the binding between virtual machines and
GPU devices needs several devices in a single physical
server to support multiple virtual machines. Meanwhile,
GPU resources are not flexible for different applications.
Therefore, some previous work proposed GPU specific
virtualization technology including GPU library virtual-
ization [30] and virtualization in GPU devices.
GPU library virtualization is a technology that modi-
fying GPU graphic or general computing library in the
virtual machines and moving workloads from general
virtual machines to the virtual machines with GPU
device [21]. GPU library virtualization is a very flexible
solution that GPU resources can be divided with the
requirement of computing tasks. However, additional
overheads in workload moving and isolation risks stop
the cloud provider considering GPU devices as the com-
puting resources in cloud computing.
Virtualization in GPU devices is a final solution for
GPU-accelerated cloud computing [16]. The GPU ven-
dors implement virtualization in their products that a
single GPU device is able to be virtualized into multiple
virtual GPU devices that have same functions with the
physical one. Therefore, virtual machines can use virtual
GPU to support different applications, especially the
GPGPU tasks. With GPU virtualization, several cloud
companies begin to provide GPU-accelerated cloud in-
stances. In this paper, we focus on the pricing strategy
of the GPU-accelerated services.
2.2 Cloud pricing strategy
As the cloud computing is a very important commercial
model, the pricing strategy is a very important issue for
both academies and companies [31][32][33][34].
The pricing strategy of commercial cloud services is
usually considered as sensitive intelligence. With dif-
ferent discount and varying prices, the final cost is
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not completely consistent with the initial open prices.
Agmon Ben-Yehuda et al. [35] analyzed the instance spot
price histories of Amazon EC2 which is one of most
successful cloud services. From the analysis results, the
prices usually seem not to be market-driven and the
Amazon company generates prices from within a tight
price interval via a dynamic hidden reserve price.
Some researchers also proposed some optimal pricing
strategies as suggestions to cloud providers. Hadji et al.
[36] proposed an optimal suggested pricing strategy by
the providers and the optimal user demands. According
to the demands and the updated price requests, the
model provides different prices for the cloud provider.
Moreover, with the Stackelberg game theoretical model,
the strategy consists in finding the game equilibrium.
However, as the pricing strategy only considered the
IaaS environment with instance pricing, it is not appro-
priate to the multimedia processing services.
Furthermore, there are some other useful theoretical
works focused on pricing strategies in cloud computing.
Sharma et al. [37] applied a financial economic model
for a statement of the pricing problem in cloud com-
puting. With the financial economic model and Moore’s
law, the pricing strategy found the lower and upper
boundaries of prices for the customers. On these two
boundaries, the pricing strategy is considered beneficial
for both customers and cloud providers. However, this
pricing strategy only considers homogeneous resources
and services.
For heterogeneous resources and services, the pricing
strategy becomes more complex with different cost and
revenues. Mihailescu and Teo [38] proposed a dynamical
pricing strategy in federated clouds in which resources
are shared among many cloud service providers. More-
over, the dynamic pricing strategy also supports het-
erogeneous sources and users in federated clouds and
brings better buyer welfare and more successful request
than fixed pricing strategies.
As the dynamic pricing strategy seems better for the
cloud environment, the difference between fixed and dy-
namic prices is studied deeply. Yeo et al [39] considered
fixed prices could not be fair to different users with
different request even though fixed prices were more
straightforward for customers. Therefore, they proposed
a strategy to charge variable prices with reservation
which lets users understand the exact costs that are
calculated when users take the reservation. Thus, pricing
with reservation becomes a better strategy for users rent
resources from cloud providers.
As a result, even though there is no direct pricing
strategy for GPU-accelerated cloud services, the dynamic
and reservation based pricing strategies seem appropri-
ate from previous works. Therefore, we try to design a
strategy that the cloud providers can dynamically price
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Fig. 1. Cloud provider encapsulates GPU-accelerated
computing to the users for multimedia processing
3 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section, we first introduce the scenario of multi-
media processing services from GPU-accelerated Cloud
Providers. Then, we discuss the motivations on the
pricing strategy of the GPU-accelerated services.
3.1 Multimedia processing services from GPU-
accelerated cloud providers
As GPU-accelerated computing becomes popular, some
cloud providers such as nVidea and Amazon begin to
provide GPU-accelerated services. As shown in Fig. 1,
the cloud provider encapsulates the GPU-accelerated
computing resources and provides multimedia process-
ing services to users. Usually, since GPUs bring much
higher energy consumption and heat than the general
processors, the cloud provider only equips a part of
servers with GPUs. Thus, we consider this type of cloud
data center as GPU-accelerated cloud instead of pure
GPGPU cloud.
Then, as cloud computing adopts virtualized machines
as service units, an important problem is the solution
to assign GPUs to instances. In general virtualization, as
the GPU vendors only provide closed device drivers, it is
very hard to virtualize GPU hardware to multiple GPU
instances for equipment in different virtual machines.
Thus, there are several methods focus on this problem
including GPU virtualization and I/O virtualization dis-
cussed in the related work section. As the GPU virtual-
ization provides more dynamical and flexible virtualiza-
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tion and we focus on the GPU-accelerated general pur-
pose computing rather than GPU-accelerated computer
vision, we consider the GPU-accelerated service is based
on the GPU virtualization in the scenario.
Furthermore, another problem is the way to encap-
sulate computing resources such as processors, memo-
ry and GPU. In traditional cloud computing services,
there are several levels including Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Service
as a Service (SaaS). A flexible way is choosing virtual
machines/instances as the encapsulation of computing
resources which is adopted in IaaS level. In the GPU-
accelerated cloud computing, as we choose GPU virtual-
ization as a major way to share GPUs between users, we
consider the PaaS level encapsulation that providers pro-
vide several multimedia processing platforms equipped
with GPU-accelerated libraries is a more appropriate
solution.
Therefore, with the multimedia processing platform-
s, users can deploy their tasks equipped with GPU-
accelerated libraries for GPU-accelerated processing.
Meanwhile, when the speedup of some applications by
GPU-acceleration is not obvious, we assume that users
only choose general computing for task processing.
3.2 Motivation
The pricing strategy in the mentioned scenario is very
important with various user requirements and the GPU
computing resources. First, as the cost of GPU comput-
ing resources is higher than general resources, it needs a
higher price to cover the additional cost. For example, a
typical GPU card such as nVidea Tesla k40 has a thermal
design power (TDP) of 235 watts while the 18 cores Intel
Xeon E7-8895 v3 has 175 watts. As the general processors
can always work and the GPUs only work in the GPU-
acceleration, it needs a different price to cover the GPU
maintenance cost.
Second, as the GPU-accelerated performance is dif-
ferent between applications, high priced GPU resources
will lead to potential users choose other solutions in-
stead of GPU acceleration. From the evaluation results
of existing works, GPU-accelerated applications have
different speedup ratios compared to the original ver-
sions. From the report of NVidia, CAFFE, a machine
learning application, can have a speedup ratio of 14
times than the CPU version while Quantum espresso in
materials science has nearly the same performance. If the
additional cost from GPU is higher than the utility, most
users will not choose the GPU-acceleration services.
Third, as there are a few of cloud providers have
GPU-accelerated services, it is hard to consider the GPU
resources as unlimited. Thus, the relationship between
users and cloud providers is unequal with the scarce
GPU resources. Actually, until 2016, there are only six
providers have GPU cloud services in the market. Thus,
we consider the status of the providers is higher than
users in the pricing strategy.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the GPU-accelerated and general
services in GPU-accelerated cloud computing
4 PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we first model the cloud provider
provides multimedia processing services in GPU-
accelerated cloud computing then state the problem of
pricing strategy of the services to users.
As shown in Fig. 2, users purchase multimedia pro-
cessing services from the cloud providers with cloud
instances. In cloud instances, there are two types in-
cluding GPU equipped and general instances. Users
can choose GPU-accelerated and general services for
different multimedia processing tasks. Thus, we use set
U = {u1, u2, u3, ..., u|U |} to denote the users who want to
use the GPU-accelerated services. In the pricing problem,
each user has different tasks. Thus, we use aij to denote
one task of user i and a set Ai = {ai1, ai2, ai3, ..., ai|Ai|}
to denote the user i’s all tasks. As the GPU-accelerated
speedup ratio of each task is different, we use sij to
denote the speedup ratio of task aij .
Then, we discuss the GPU-accelerated service from the
cloud provider. As the user needs to choose instances
with or without GPU-acceleration, we define a value
xij ∈ [0, 1]) to denote the ratio of workload with GPU-
acceleration in task aij .
Thus, we define a set Xi = {xi1, xi2, xi3, xi|A|}to de-
note the decision of user i to arrange GPU-acceleration
to task set Ai. To describe the time cost of each task,
we consider a workload unit that a task can be fin-
ished in a time unit with a unit of general computing
resource. Therefore, we can define a value lij to denote
the number of workload units of task aij and a set
Li = li1, li2, li3, ..., li|Ai| to denote the workload unit
numbers of tasks of user ui. With the definition of
workload units, we use tij to denote the entire time to




· xij + lij · (1− xij), (1)
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while ui ∈ U and aij ∈ Ai and a set Ti =
{ti1, ti2, ti3, ..., ti|Ai|} to denote the executing time of all
tasks of user ui.
Now, we discuss the price in the GPU-accelerated
cloud. As the workload of each user is different, the
pricing strategy of the cloud provider sets a different
price for each user. Meanwhile, as discussed in Section
3.2 that the cost of GPU computing resource is higher the
general computing resource, to user ui, we use pci and p
g
i
to denote the one time unit price for general computing
resources and GPU-accelerated computing resources, re-
spectively. Meanwhile, as the general computing services
are not unique, the price pci is not higher than the other
providers for similar services. We define a value pm
where pci ≤ pm to denote the maximum price of pci . With
the different price of computing resource, we use Ci to






· xij · pgi + lij · (1− xij) · p
c
i (2)




i ≤ pmi .
Thus, as the results of task processing bring utility to
the users, we use a Utility Ui(Li, Xi) function to denote
the utility that user ui can receive from processing all
tasks. As we seek an elastic model of the pricing strategy,
the user utility function is compatible with multiple





i ) to denote the payoff of user ui when





i ) = Ui(Li, Xi)− Ci. (3)
To the cloud provider, we first discuss the cost for
each unit of computing resources including general and
GPU-accelerated computing resources. We use ec and
eg to denote the cost of one unit of general and GPU-
accelerated computing resource, respectively. Thus, we







· xij · eg + lij · (1− xij) · ec. (4)





i ;Xi) to denote the payoff of the cloud







i ;Xi) = Ci − Ei. (5)
We list all notations in the pricing strategy of the GPU-
accelerated multimedia processing service in Table 1. As
there are limited cloud providers have GPU-accelerated
services, we consider the cloud provider as the leader
in the game with the cloud users. Thus, the pricing
problem of the GPU-accelerated multimedia processing
services can be considered as a two level Stackelberg
game between the users and the cloud provider. A
Stackelberg game is a leadership model in economics
in which the leader firm moves before the follower. In
TABLE 1
Notations in the pricing problem of the GPU-accelerated
multimedia services
U Set of cloud users
ui One user in U
Ai Task set of user ui
aij One task in Ai
sij Speedup ratio of aij with GPU-acceleration
Xi All decisions for GPU-accelerated tasks of ui
xij Ratio of workload in aij is accelerated with GPU
Li All task workloads of ui
lij Number of workload units of aij
tij Time for executing aij
pci General computing resource for ui
pgi GPU-accelerated computing resource for ui
Ci Cost for executing all tasks of ui
Ui(·) Utility of executing all tasks of ui
OUi (·) Payoff function of ui
ec Cost of one unit general computing resource
eg Cost of one unit GPU-accelerated computing resource
Ei Cost for executing all tasks of ui
OPi Payoff function of the cloud provider from ui
game terms, game players are a leader and a follower
and they compete on quantity. Thus, in our model, the
game players are the cloud provider and users. In the
first stage, the cloud provider (leader) decides the price
of general and GPU-accelerated computing resources for
maximizing its payoff. The object of the cloud provider
is to maximize its payoff, which consists of revenue
from the user paid for cloud services, and the cost of
maintaining the general and GPU-accelerated computing
resources. In the second stage, under the decisions from
the leader, user ui decides whether tasks need GPU-
acceleration. The payoff of each user ui depends on
the utility Ui from the finished task workloads and the
payment on general and GPU-accelerated computing
resources.
5 OPTIMAL PRICING STRATEGY
In this section, we study the provider-user game under
complete information, where both the cloud provider
and the users know all system parameters mentioned
above. We solve the game by backward induction. First,
we solve the user’s best GPU-acceleration decision strat-
egy in the second stage. Then, we study the provider’s
best pricing strategy in the first stage.
5.1 Best decision of users in the second stage
We assume that the number of user tasks is elastic
that the analysis can be easily extended to other sce-
narios. Specifically, give the provider’s pricing strategy
(pc∗i , p
g∗
i ), user ui can derive the optimal assignment









s.t., xij ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ [1, |U |], j ∈ [1, |Ai|].
(6)
It is easy to check that (6) is a convex optimization. We
first study the optimal strategy (x∗ij) with a particular
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task aij (fixed the scheduling decisions in other |Ai| −
1 tasks), and then study the optimal strategy (X∗i ) =
(x∗ij)aij∈Ai of all |Ai| tasks jointly which is the solution
of (6).
Now we consider the strategy of a single task aij . We
first use a strategy way that converges to the optimal
single-task strategy. Then, we characterize the optimal
scheduling step by step.
We use oij denote the first-order derivatives of payoff





U ′i(lij , xij)−
lij
sij
· pg∗i + lij · pc∗i .
(7)
As we assume the utility function is derivable, the val-
ue of OUi (xij) when oij(xij) = 0 should be the maximum.
We use xdij to denote the value when oij(xij) = 0 as
xdij = argxij (oij(xij) = 0). (8)
With the value of xdij , we can get the maximum payoffs
of the users. While the solution will exceed the range
of ratio xij , we study the value of oij(xdij) to find the
solution in [0, 1]. Obviously, as the payoff of user ui is
monotonic increasing when oij(1) > 0 and xdij /∈ [0, 1],
the optimal solution is xij = 1. Otherwise, the optimal
solution is xij = 0 when oij(1) < 0 and xdij /∈ [0, 1]. We
use a value x∗ij to denote the solution for maximizing
the payoff of user ui’s decision on task aij as
x∗ij =

1, xdij /∈ [0, 1], oij(1) > 0,
0, xdij /∈ [0, 1], oij(1) < 0,
xdij , x
d
ij ∈ [0, 1].
(9)
Since the workloads of each task are not divided
infinitely, the unit number of workloads is integer. With
solution in (9), we design an algorithm to decide the
optimal ratio of the workloads processed by GPU-
acceleration in task aij . As shown in Algorithm 1, the
strategy adds one unit workload for GPU-acceleration
in each loop until the ratio exceeds the optimal value.
Algorithm 1 Single Task Strategy
1: x∗ij ← 0;
2: l′ij ← 0;
3: while x∗ij ≤ 1 do and oij(x∗ij) > 0






Now we study the optimal strategy (X∗ij) = (x
∗
ij)aj∈Aj
with the task set Ai of user ui. As we assume tasks are
isolated in the cloud environment, the resource assign-
ment of each task is independent. Thus, we can get the





while s∗ij is calculated in (9).
Thus, for less time complicity, we choose an opti-
mization learning from the binary search algorithm and
propose an algorithm for solute the GPU-accelerated
ratio Xi of user ui as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Strategy for task set Ai
1: X∗i ← Ø;
2: for j ← 1 to |Ai| do
3: x∗ij ← 0;
4: l′ij ← 0;
5: lb ← li;
6: le ← 0;
7: while lb > le and oij(x∗ij) > 0 do
8: if oij(x∗ij) > 0 then
9: l′ij ← l′ij +
l′ij+lb
2 ;


















20: X∗i ← X∗i ∪ {x∗ij};
21: end for
First, the algorithm sets X∗i as an empty set and
calculate each x∗ij with different task aij of user ui. For
each x∗ij of task aij , the algorithm uses a loop to find the
optimal value by binary searching. Before the searching
loop, the algorithm defines three temporary variables,
l′ij , lb and le, to denote the corresponding task workloads
with x∗ij , the highest and lowest inclusive workload
boundaries that are searched. The binary search is not
complex that the value of l′ij is set to the middle value
between the former value and the boundary value. If
the former value is more than the solution, new l′ij is
set to the middle value between the former value and
the highest boundary value otherwise the lowest if the
former value is less than the solution. After search loop,
the algorithm adds the solution of x∗ij to the set X
∗
i . The
optimal solution of user ui is generated after all tasks in
set Ai are processed.
5.2 Best Decision of the Controller in the First Stage
Now we begin to study the problem to find the best
decision of the cloud provider to maximize its payoff.
The provider can derive the optimal price pci and p
g
i
with the ui’s decision of the task ratio X∗i for GPU-
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s.t., pm ≥ pci ≥ 0,
pgi ≥ 0,
X∗i is solved in (6),
i ∈ [1, |U |], j ∈ [1, |Ai|].
(11)
To simplify the problem, we only consider the ratio
xdij of user ui’s optimal strategy is in the range [0, 1].
Therefore, it is easy to check that (11) is also a convex
optimization. Hence, it admits an optional solution that
can be characterized by the method of Lagrange multi-
pliers.
Let hci (·) and h
g
i (·) denote the first-order derivatives of
the provider’s payoff functions from user ui with respect

















































) · (pci − ec).
(13)
Further, we can get the constraint function set from
(8). We use pc∗i and p
g∗
i to denote the solutions of (5).
Therefore, as the value of oij(lij , x∗ij) ≡ 0, we can find










i ) = 0.
(14)
We apply Newton’s method to solve the equation set.
Then, we need to define the functions in iterations with
(14). We use Hci (·) and H
g
i (·) to denote the iterative










































































































































As shown in Algorithm 3, we first define two tempo-
rary values p′ci and p
′g
i to denote the former calculated
solutions of pci and p
g
i . We first guess the values of p
c
i












i ) < 0. Then,
the algorithm begins iterations to find solutions. We set
a value ε to denote the expected distance between the
iterated and the optimal solutions and the algorithm con-











are no more than ε. After iterations, the algorithm can
find the solutions for the cloud provider’s strategy.
Algorithm 3 Strategy for the cloud provider










i ) < 0 as a given
guess;
2: pci ← pc0i ;
3: pgi ← p
g0
i ;
4: p′ci ← 0;
5: p′gi ← 0;










i ) > ε do
7: pci ← p′ci +Hci (p′ci , p
′g
i );









9: p′ci ← pci ;




12: pc∗i ← pci ;




In this section, we execute extensive simulations for
the pricing strategy evaluation. We first describe the
settings of the simulations then discuss the results of the
performance evaluation.
We use a workstation computer as the simulation
platform which equips a CoreTM i7 4770 (8M Cache, up
to 3.90GHz) CPU, 16GByte RAM and 2TByte HDD. We
use cloudsim 3.0.3 as the major simulator. We test each
simulation 20 times and record the average result.
For comparison, we use the static prices from Ama-
zone Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)[14], Cirrascale [42]
and NIMBX JARVICE [43]. As these three companies
provide different hardware plans, we first choose the
instance g2.2xlarge as the standard instance with 1536
CUDA units from EC2. Then, we calculate the prices
of instances from other two providers with the same
CUDA units. As tasks have different speedup ratios,
we set the ratios according to the benchmark results
of Tesla K40 from the Nvidia company. For comparing
our solution with other dynamic algorithm, we also
perform the pricing and repurchasing algorithm in all
experiments, which focuses on the streaming processing
service pricing in cloud computing [44].
We first evaluate the payoff with different workloads
per each task. We set the number of workload units per
each workload is uniform distributed in [10, 30], [30, 50],
[50, 70] and [70, 100] in each step. And we set the number
of users is 10 and the number of tasks is uniformly
distributed in [10, 90]. Further, we set the cost of one
unit of the GPU resource is 0.4 dollar per hour. From
the results in Fig. 3(a), the payoff of the cloud provider
increases with more workloads per task. Obviously, our
pricing strategy brings higher payoff than other static
price strategies. Meanwhile, the payoff increases with
more unit prices. When the average task units become to
250 hours, the payoff with our pricing strategy becomes
nearly 3 times of the payoff with the default GPU price.
Then, we evaluate the payoff with different number
of users. We set the number of users from 10 to 30 and
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(a) Payoff with different average workloads of tasks
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(d) Payoff with different cost per GPU computing unit
Fig. 3. Payoff results with different settings of workloads, users, tasks and GPU cost
increase 5 users per each step. And the number of work-
load units per task and tasks is uniformly distributed in
[10, 30] and [10, 90], respectively. The cost of one unit
of the GPU resource stays the same. From the results
show in Fig. 3(b), we can find the payoff increases with
more users rent the cloud services. Our pricing strategy
still performs better than the static prices. When the
number of users is less than 15, the difference between
our pricing strategy and the price of the Nimbix instance
is similar while the gap becomes larger with more users
in the cloud services.
As the task scale of users is an important issue to the
cloud provider’s payoff, we also evaluate the payoff with
different task scales per each user. We set the number of
tasks per user is uniformly distributed in [10, 90], [60,
140], [110, 190], [160, 240] and [210, 290] in each step.
The number of users is set 10. Other settings stay the
same with the previous simulation. From the results in
Fig. 3(c), we can find the payoff of the cloud provider
increases with the number of tasks. The difference be-
tween the price of our strategy and other prices is larger
than other simulations. With the average task number
of 50, the payoff of our pricing strategy is nearly 2000
dollars while the default price in Amazon EC2 brings no
more than 600 dollars. With the average task number of
250, the payoff of our strategy is near 4 times more than
the default price.
Furthermore, we evaluate the payoff with differen-
t cost of GPU resources since the GPU cost is also
important to the payoff of the cloud provider. We set
the cost of one unit GPU resource from 0.40 to 0.6
dollar and increase the 0.05 dollar in each step of the
simulation. The number of tasks is uniformly distributed
in [10, 90] and other settings stay the same with the
previous experiment. From the result shown in Fig. 3(d),
the payoff decreases obviously with the cost increasing.
With the price of 0.65 dollar per hour, the payoff of the
cloud provider is less than 500 dollars when the cost
9
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Fig. 4. Price ratio of GPU to CPU resources and payoff
with different cost ratio of GPU to CPU resources
increases to 0.6 dollar per hour, which is only one fifth
of the payoff with 0.4 dollar per hour. Our strategy still
performs better than other prices while the difference
between our strategy.
Since the GPU and CPU prices are very important to
our pricing strategy, we test the price ratio of GPU to
CPU resources and payoff with different cost ratio of
GPU to CPU resources. We set the cost ratio of GPU to
CPU from 1 to 2 and increase it by 0.1 in each step of the
simulation. As shown in Fig. 4, we find the price ratio
and payoff is relevant to the cost ratio between CPU and
GPU. When the GPU cost is controlled to the same level
of CPU cost, the payoff is maximized and the price of
GPU resources is lower than CPU resources. While the
cost of GPU resources increase, the payoff is decreased
with high GPU price. Therefore, if the cloud provider
wants to increase the revenue from GPU-accelerated
cloud services, it is very important to control the cost
of GPU resources with an attractive price.
Finally, we find that our pricing strategy can bring bet-
ter payoff than static prices of existing cloud providers
even with increased prices. As a result, the user require-
ment driven elastic price strategy is a better choice than
the general static pricing strategy. Furthermore, even
though we choose the prices from Amazon EC2, we
consider our pricing strategy is also appropriate for the
model that provides processing services directly.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an elastic pricing strategy
for multimedia processing services in GPU-accelerated
cloud environment. Unlike the static prices from exist-
ing cloud providers, the pricing strategy will provide
varying prices of GPU computing resources according
to the user’s requirement. To maximize the payoff of
both the cloud provider and users, we formulate the
elastic pricing strategy as a two-stage leader-follower
(Stackelberg) game, and analyze the game equilibrium.
We also evaluate our pricing strategy with extensive
simulations and compare the payoff with other pricing
strategies. From the result of performance evaluation, the
elastic pricing strategy brings more payoff to the cloud
provider than other methods.
In the future, we will plan to design and implement
a cloud framework to support multimedia processing
services with GPU-acceleration. Meanwhile, it is signifi-
cant to find the combined optimization on the resource
scheduling and pricing since the virtual GPU is a very
different resource from the general virtual processors.
A deeper experiment with more real world testbed is
also needed to evaluate the efficiency of GPU-accelerated
cloud computing.
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